Jobmate is an ergonomic mouse that prevents and lessens pain and strain in the wrists, arms, shoulders and neck. You work centered with your hands close to the keyboard, resting on the wrist support. It is simple to vary your working posture and the roller bar allows you to control the cursor with one or several fingers at the same time. For example, you can have both hands on the keyboard while simultaneously controlling the mouse. Jobmate is easy to use and you will quickly learn the 5 button functions. Jobmate has a very responsive and precise roller bar. The length can be adjusted if you prefer a larger control surface by removing the cover at the right side of the roller bar. Jobmate fits all keyboards and has a wrist support that can be wiped clean as needed.

Technical information/ compatibility:

Material:
- Rubber paint: Soft rubber paint.
- Wrist support: Polyurethane.

Cleaning:
- Clean periodically. You can easily clean Jobmate with a cloth moistened with a mild cleaning agent. (Note liquid must not enter your Jobmate.) The wrist support can be removed and washed with soap under running water. You can also clean them with alcohol (up to 85%, not acetone). Wipe with a lint-free cloth.

Dimensions:
- Length: 495 mm, depth 88 mm.
- Height: Against the keyboard 30 mm, against the body 11 mm without plates.
- Cord length: 2 m.

Art. no.: 500100

For even better ergonomics, get the entire Jobmate series.

Jobmate Wrist Support, wide, provides an even better support for the wrists and relieves strain on the neck, shoulders and arms. The wrist support is soft and comfortable to move your hands over.

Art. no.: 500130

Jobmate Arm Rest relieves the entire forearm and prevents symptoms such as mouse arm, stiffness or discomfort. The asymmetrical design provides an extra support. The arm rest attaches to your desk and fits both straight and angled desktops.
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Jobmate Keyboard is designed for maximum comfort and flexibility. Thin and user-friendly keyboard in full size.

Cord length: 1,5 meter. USB Plug and Play.
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